1. *Teachers Assigned* who work in a specific school shall be redeployed to that school.

2. *Teachers Assigned* who work in multiple schools shall be asked for their preference. Where possible to meet programming needs, the preference shall honored and they shall be assigned to one of the schools in which they work.

3. *Teachers Assigned* to borough or central offices will be redeployed within the borough of the current work location.

4. *In the event* Teachers Assigned in an office are not **ALL** redeployed, redeployment shall occur in reverse seniority order.

5. Redeployment of Teachers Assigned will sunset 6/28/21 and Teachers Assigned shall be returned to their pre-redeployment work location unless the parties (UFT & DOE) mutually agree to continue the redeployment beyond that date or end the redeployment before that date.

6. This is a non-precedential agreement that will not be used, cited or relied upon in any future administrative or judicial proceeding etc.

7. All salary, seniority, due process, probationary periods etc continue to accrue during any redeployment and a TA has right to return to their TA position (original location and work stream) at conclusion of a redeployment as if serving uninterrupted as an TA.